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IoT enables the smart cities worldwide model. Smart houses, smart farming, smart surroundings, smart
fitness, smart government, etc., are all kinds of intelligent communities. IoT is also used in the oil refining,
gas mining and manufacturing sectors. IoT improving efficiency, optimizing prices, maximizes energy,
maintaining predictions, and providing a great deal of convenience for people. Security risks are growing
with increasingly heterogeneous systems and data processing. The main reasons for preventing IoT from
flourishing are security and privacy issues. This paper contains an investigation of various security and
privacy issues in Internet of Things.
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1. Introduction The key purpose of IoT is to collect information from users
One of the most spectacular pheasants of the last decade is the
word ‘‘Internet of Things.” It took advantage of Kevin Ashton’s
management in the supply chain for the first time at a presentation
in 1999. Ashton argues that we have to seriously rethink the ‘‘ma-
terial” nature of the way we communicate and live in the physical
world, due to developments in computers, Internet and the gener-
ation of data from intelligent devices. He was then Executive Direc-
tor at MIT’s Auto-ID Centre, where he helped expand RFID
implementations on wider realms that formed the basis for the
current vision of IoT.

By expanding numerous web-related products and gadgets,
they are used in the real world to discuss and render people. The
word ‘‘Internet of things (IoT),’ in Forbes magazine, was quoted
by Kevin Ashton, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) individual
[1]. IoT is a structure framed by physical things and widely referred
to in formal ways as elements that speak to one another. Objects
can be anything we meet daily and are linked to a user application
through the internet as shown. But gadgets like paper, style, key,
garments can be used daily, etc. Objects are necessarily not elec-
tronic gadgets.

[2] The writer referred to the possibility of making papers rec-
ognizable, efficiently accessible, localizable and useful for commu-
nication methods such as internet, LAN, WAN, RFID, or sensors.
allowed to use the functionality of wireless networks. An approxi-
mate 50 billion intelligent things are to part of IoT by 2020, accord-
ing to a survey [3]. By 2020 Different organisations and working
groups today rely on IoT such as Samsung, Apple, Thread Alliance,
and so on. Samsung has released the smart home kits for various
modules with the same application [4], according to Dr.news
Hong’s release. Below Fig. 1 gives a clear understanding of IoT
architecture.

For instance, if nobody in your room automatically switches
lights and AC off, the lights or the AC or refrigerator will be moni-
tored. The use of the alarm is raised when someone breaks the door
or glass of the house. For these movement sensors, the user’s
movement is regulated.

In 2017 the Technology Consultancy company Gartner, Inc. pre-
dicts that 8.4 trillion linked things will be used globally, up 31%
from 2016, and that IoT will be prepared to change the way we
operate and live; better electricity, water, transport and safety
management and to link people together. And it is projected that
by 2022 this figure will rise to almost 50 billion. It is a breakup
of security and privacy if one factor will slow the broader accep-
tance of IoT technology.
2. IoT enabling technologies

In the advent of IoT, there are many technologies. The key build-
ing blocks of today’s IoT life are considered. Identifying, locating,
aterials,
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Fig. 1. Basic IoT Architecture.

Fig. 2. IoT Security & Privacy Framework.
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sensing and IP technology for the projected large number of
devices, as well as technologies allowing small devices to connect
on internet with other organizations. In this segment, some of the
core technologies for IoT are highlighted.

2.1. Radio frequency identification

One of the main enablers of IoT is radio frequency identification
(RFID). To connect and communicate with small objects, a specific
framework and in real-time monitoring, RFID or, at times, an RFID
tag is required. It is a very small microchip with an antenna for tar-
get identification and tracking. The RFID reader reads the data that
is contained in the RFID tag without having to be online-of-view
[5,6].

2.2. Internet protocol version 6 (IPV6)

The estimated number of IoT devices attached is enormous. Pre-
sent IPV4 addresses are 32-bit, so 4.3 billion IP addresses can be
supported. But addresses are mostly used so that the planned tril-
lions of IoT devices cannot be accommodated [7]. IPV6 was created
to enhance the amount of IP addresses available with a signifi-
cantly greater space using 128-bit address formats that can include
3.4 � 1038 addresses to define the objects used to participate in
the IoT environment [8]. Therefore, all things in the network can
be assigned an IPv6 address. A single IP address should be sent
to each device.

2.3. Wireless sensor networks

The sensor nodes, usually ‘‘feel” (gather physical data), ‘‘think”
(process data and make informed decisions) and ‘‘talk” (communi-
cate with other individuals through a wireless channel) [9] have
advanced substantially in recent years; a fundamental aspect of
WSNs lies in the sensor nodes. This sensor knots are incorporated
in objects that mean the knowledge surrounding things like
weather environments, movement, and so on. This information
will also allow proper intervention and sensor knots (electronic
or non-electronic, e.g., machines, foodstuffs, automobiles, lamps,
chairs, doors) to make their environment known.
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For instance, cooler will notify whether food is required, intelli-
gent lights report the light state, intelligent locks report whether or
not doors are locked. Stuff are made alive by sensors and conscious
of their environments.
2.4. IPv6 low power personal area networks (6LoWPAN)

Incompatibility of packet size between IPv6 and restricted net-
works, for example, IPv6 requires at least 1028 bytes of packet size,
while packet size 803.15.4 requires a maximum of 128 bytes, so
the IETF has developed an adaptation layer for IPv6 links to net-
work layers called 6LoWPAN to overcome such a problem. How-
ever, 6LoWPAN specified the RFC 6282 RFC 4919 [11] and RFC
4944 [12] protocols and mechanics that allow IoT devices to be
incorporated into IPv6 networks.
3. Security and privacy in the IoT

The specifications of IoT protection vary from those of other
systems. IoT combines the physical system with cyber world,
which constitutes a new challenge [13,14]; it interconnects hetero-
geneous smart devices with a vast volume of data generated by the
numbers of connected devices in billions. In addition, most IoT
devices have limited resource space, limited memory and limited
resources, thereby reducing the use of conventional protection
solutions for such low-capacity devices. Moreover researchers are
proposing various protocols in the field of healthcare [27–29]
and vehicle communication [33–39] to protect the information
exchanged among various devices to devices.

The high-level security goals were described as data integrity,
availability and confidentiality by National Institute of Standards
and technology (NIST). To accomplish these objectives, Mecha-
nisms such as encryption, authentication, access control or key
management are used. The safety conditions for IoT properties
are, however, the following [23–26], Fig. 2 shows a clear under-
standing of IoT related privacy and Security concerns.



Fig. 3. Primary IoT security Challenges.
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3.1. Confidentiality

In the context of IoT, data secrecy is of the utmost importance
since it guarantees the reliable transfer of data. In the field of Inter-
net transmission, technologies such as TLS [15], IPsec [16] are used,
but the overall cost of these methods exceeds IoT systems, which
have resource constraints. The main sensitivity to secrecy, how-
ever, is communicated, stored, located / tracked, and identified in
the IoT context [17].

3.2. Data integrity

Data integrity guarantees the data is not corrupted or changed
during transfer by an unauthorized party. IoT Wireless Medium
and network style LLNs cause huge data errors and exploit data-
modification attackers. Integrity can be accomplished by adding a
checksum or (MIC) message integrity code [18] for any packet.

3.3. Availability

Disposability is a computer or the whole system’s ability to pro-
vide the data and resources provided if necessary. It is difficult to
make available the existence of IoT network LLNs and the presence
of confined machines in the network. It takes advantage of attack-
ers to execute attacks like DoS against the network. While strong
security measures such as classical security mechanisms increase
the protection of the network and equipment, it also affects net-
work availability.

Following the high overheads induced by these mechanisms on
the restricted devices, contact is delayed, and the time of calcula-
tion is also delayed which results in the transfer time, leading to
battery depletion used on devices which eventually affect the net-
work availability.

3.4. Authenticity

In IoT, authentication is designed to ensure that the communi-
cation parties are identical as objects interact with or include a
human being they must be legally allowed and not be authorized
to obtain access to the properties of unauthorized individuals.

4. Security and privacy challenges in IoT

In the following section we are presenting these problems
because of the special features of IoT, security challenges vary from
traditional network security [20–22,30–32].Underneath a block
diagram has been demonstrated to provide a deep understanding
of IoT security challenges in Fig. 3.

4.1. Heterogeneous devices and communication

The design of IoT’s network of physical devices integrated with
the cyber world means the variety of devices from the small sensor
system to larger devices, such as servers, since devices are built by
various vendors of different architectures that support different
software and hardware specifications. For instance, IP-based safety
solutions like IPsec, SSL and SSH cannot be used on constrainted
devices, such as sensors that leave a whole class of devices unse-
cured that threaten the whole network [19]. This is not the case
in the context of conventional protection mechanisms.

4.2. Integrating physical devices

The attacker will be able to communicate more than before, if
an attacker breaks the home protection, he is able to manipulate
3

the illumination system, lock the door controls TV sets, etc. the
attacker may think of an intelligent home where he controls every-
thing remotely. Engagement of physical equipment raises the
probability of violations of protection in the latest survey, a mobile
computer such as Smart TVs and baby monitors, manipulating
physical machines by attackers, has seen 25% of the total botnet.
The results are recorded. An intruder, for instance, might compro-
mise the lights of an intelligent home or endanger the lives of the
population and cause enormous financial losses for the whole city.
4.3. Constrained devices

Manufacturers of IoT devices have a tendency to reduce the cost
of production and development, resulting in IoT devices having
limited resources, small memory space, limited energy and low
bandwidth; these stringent characteristics considerably reduce
the security solutions and make conventional security techniques
unapplicable.

But some IoT devices have only minimal batterical energy avail-
able for execution of planned functionality and heavy security
instructions for cryptographic algorithms which can drain the bat-
tery from the devices in outdoor or hostile environments.
4.4. Large scale

There are currently more computers wired to the Internet than
human beings on the globe. This figure is expected to rise substan-
tially by 50 billion by 2020.Furthermore, the management of the
large number of intelligent devices would inevitably raise the secu-
rity risks.
4.5. Privacy

The idea of IoT’s Ubiquitous Computing makes IoT physical
devices communicate seamlessly with Internet infrastructure via
various wireless connectivity technologies. IoT allows anywhere
to be interacted, generating a large volume of data generated by
IoT devices and using a wide range of applications to challenge pri-



Fig. 4. Different Attacks in IoT.
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vacy in IoT. Millions of heterogeneous networks in diverse and dis-
persed areas would certainly increase the risk of privacy.

Important and private information, which exploit attackers to
use such information to infringe privacy, is exchanged for applica-
tions such as the Smart home or remote smart health care. In addi-
tion, information on locating certain critical nodes in the network,
such as the source node and sink node position, which can be used
by eavesdroppers to develop other attacks that threaten certain
nodes or events. Some significant attack has been shown in Fig. 4.
5. Conclusion

In various real-world implementations, IoT saves life and costs.
By continuous data collection and evaluation, IoT allows one to
forecast the future. There are also some questions and problems
in IoT. IPV6 would be essential for IoT interface addressing in the
near future. IoT application needs to be able to handle Large Data
and vast amounts of data, with the IoT community growing even
more.

Major IoT challenges, including anonymity and identity, will
also be addressed. In the near future, the analysis will help
researchers create an extremely stable IoT health care infrastruc-
ture by reducing different issues and obstacles.

These identified security challenges can be recognized in
prospective work with recent vulnerabilities. An appropriate pro-
tection policy can then be established to eliminate vulnerabilities.
This may be further extended to construct a full security model for
the IoT environment.
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